
CLOUDY BAY PELORUS NV
Original price was: $50.99.$42.99Current price is: 
$42.99.

The Definitive New Zealand Sparkling
Wine

Product Code: 4171

Country: New Zealand

Region: Marlborough

Style: Sparkling

Variety: Méthode 
Traditionnelle

Producer: Cloudy Bay

Closure: Cork

Unit: Each

Volume: 750ml

Alcohol: 12.5%

Grape: 70% 
Chardonnay, 
30% Pinot Noir
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TASTING NOTES
Selected for the Fine Wines of New Zealand List

Winery notes (NV)
"Pelorus is the definitive New Zealand sparkling wine, and has been since 1987. Crafted using the time-honoured méthode
traditionnelle, Pelorus is widely acclaimed for its elegance, finesse and complexity. Its deliciously crisp and balanced flavours
make it the perfect bottle for any occasion.

The Pelorus is crisp and balanced. The pale straw colour and aromas of ripe citrus hint at its Chardonnay origins. On the nose,
a bouquet of apple and lemon complements the aromas of fresh bread, drawn from two years’ bottle ageing on lees." 

5 Stars Michael Cooper, September 2023  (NV)
"'Designed as an aperitif', Cloudy Bay's non-vintage Marlborough bubbly is a Chardonnay-dominant style, with 30 per cent
Pinot Noir, grown in the Wairau Valley and hand-picked. The base wines are fermented and aged in tanks, large oak vats and
small French oak barrels, and the bottle-fermented blend is matured for at least two years on its yeast lees, before it is

/product-producer/cloudy-bay-winery/
https://vinofino.co.nz/product/cloudy-bay-pelorus-nv/


disgorged. It is typically refined, tightly structured and elegant. The pale straw sample I tasted in mid 2023 has a very yeasty
bouquet. Complex and vigorous, it has intense, citrusy, peachy, biscuity flavours, and a very harmonious, persistent finish." 

5 Stars & 95/100 Bob Campbell MW, The Real Review  (NV)
"Rich, mouth filling Methode with plenty of bready, biscuity yeast autolysis supported by subtle citrus fruit flavours. This wine
has a great texture, real power, an impeccable balance and a delicious texture. I cannot remember it being this good." 

Rated Excellent & 93/100 Cameron Douglas MS, October 2021  (NV)
"Aromas of lemon and apple, a fine lees autolysis, white peach and an overall harmonious elegant synergy. Wonderfully
explosive mousse with a youthful fresh energy, quite captivating and fresh with flavours of citrus and white fleshed tree fruits,
a core of fine lees and pastry baked goods. Balanced, crisp, refreshing, dry and ready. Best drinking from purchase and
through 2026+. Made from Chardonnay and Pinot Noir." 

Rated Excellent, 5 Stars & 94/100 NZ Wine Rater, March 2022  (NV)
"Pale lemon in colour. A complex, attractive, lees-derived bouquet showing hints of strawberry, raspberry, toasted hazelnuts,
and buttered popcorn. A very tasty wine expressing elegance, complexity, weight, with a creamy mousse, delicate acidity and
wide commercial appeal." 

5 Stars & Top 10 Cuisine Sparkling Tasting, October 2018  (NV)
"Creamy and soft, bright flavours of lemon and red fruits are counterbalanced with savoury bread, mushroom and meal. The
package is completed with a balanced line and a dusting of chalk." 

*Note for courier freight - 12 bottle freight rate applies for up to each 6 bottles - we will contact you if 
applicable.
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